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General approach for dealing with dynamical systems with spatiotemporal periodicities
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Dynamical systems often contain oscillatory forces or depend on periodic potentials. Time or space periodicity
is reflected in the properties of these systems through a dependence on the parameters of their periodic terms.
In this paper we provide a general theoretical framework for dealing with these kinds of systems, regardless
of whether they are classical or quantum, stochastic or deterministic, dissipative or nondissipative, linear or
nonlinear, etc. In particular, we are able to show that simple symmetry considerations determine, to a large
extent, how their properties depend functionally on some of the parameters of the periodic terms. For the sake of
illustration, we apply this formalism to find the functional dependence of the expectation value of the momentum
of a Bose-Einstein condensate, described by the Gross-Pitaewskii equation, when it is exposed to a sawtooth
potential whose amplitude is periodically modulated in time. We show that, by using this formalism, a small set
of measurements is enough to obtain the functional form for a wide range of parameters. This can be very helpful
when characterizing experimentally the response of systems for which performing measurements is costly or
difficult.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.91.022905
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It often happens that a system—physical or otherwise—can
be described using a model that includes one or several periodic
functions, with the same or different periodicities. Whether
these functions represent external oscillatory forces, modulating amplitudes, or space-periodic potentials is immaterial
for our forthcoming discussion, as are the specific details of
the underlying dynamics, which can be either deterministic or
stochastic, classical or quantum, dissipative or nondissipative,
linear or nonlinear, etc. For our purposes, the only relevant
feature that all these systems have in common is that their
properties depend in a certain way on the periodicities,
amplitudes, and relative phases of these functions.
Examples of these types of systems abound in the literature. Because of their ability to describe a wide variety
of phenomena, the most significant ones are probably the
periodically driven systems [1]. To name but a few instances,
these driven systems have proven to be useful in the study of
stochastic resonance [2], vibrational resonance [3], classical
and quantum stochastic synchronization [4], opinion formation
processes [5], coherent destruction of tunneling [6], dynamical
localization and delocalization [7], ratchet effect [8], and
atomic quantum motors [9]. It is worth mentioning that some
of the above examples (e.g., the ratchet effect) include both
time- and space-periodic functions.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a general description
of this widespread situation, namely, a system whose dynamics
depends on a set of periodic functions, and to discuss the
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consequences of some symmetries that are often encountered
in this class of systems. Specifically, we show that the
functional dependence of the system’s properties on some of
the parameters contained in these functions may be determined
to a large extent by simple symmetry considerations.
To be more precise, let us suppose that the dynamics of the
system under consideration depends on N periodic functions
of a single variable ζ . This variable may represent time, space,
or even a generalized coordinate of some sort. As a matter
of fact, our forthcoming discussion can be readily extended
to the case in which there are more than one variable—say,
space and time, or several spatial variables—but for the sake
of clarity we first consider only one. These periodic functions
are assumed to be of the form
fj (ζ ) = αj cos[j (ζ − ζ0 )] + βj sin[j (ζ − ζ0 )],

(1)

with j = 1, . . . ,N, where j are the (temporal, spatial, or
generalized) angular frequencies, and αj and βj the partial
amplitudes. This assumption is not as restrictive as it might
appear, since any well-behaved periodic function can be
approximated to any desired degree of accuracy by a finite
sum of trigonometric functions. The parameter ζ0 has been
introduced in Eq. (1) to simultaneously shift all the functions
fj (ζ ) along the ζ axis.
Let ϒ represent a certain (physical) quantity of the system.
We are interested in the functional dependence of ϒ on some of
the parameters appearing in the functions fj (ζ ). To study this
dependence, we will make use of the following simple rule:
any transformation of the parameters defining the functions
fj (ζ ), which leaves these functions invariant, also leaves the
value of the quantity ϒ invariant. For this to be true, it is
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evidently assumed that all the other parameters in the problem
remain unchanged during this transformation.
In order to apply this rule, it is convenient to rewrite
the periodic functions in Eq. (1) in the form fj (ζ ) =
j cos[j (ζ − ζ0 ) + ϕj ], where we have introduced the N
amplitudes j = (αj2 + βj2 )1/2 and the N phases ϕj , satisfying
the equations cos ϕj = αj /j and sin ϕj = −βj /j . Let us
define the vectors  = (1 , . . . ,N ), ϕ = (ϕ1 , . . . ,ϕN ), and
 = (1 , . . . ,N ). Then, it is clear that the set of periodic
functions is invariant under these two transformations
T1 : {ζ0 ,,ϕ,} → {ζ0 ,,ϕ + π u(j ) , (j ) },

(2)

T2 : {ζ0 ,,ϕ,} → {0,,ϕ − ζ0 ,},

(3)

where u(j ) denotes the j th row of the N × N identity matrix
and the vector  (j ) is obtained from the vector  by replacing
its j th component by −j . Consequently, from the abovementioned rule,
ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,) = ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ + π u(j ) , (j ) ) = ϒ(0,ϕ − ζ0 ,), (4)
where we have only explicitly written the dependence of ϒ
on the parameters ζ0 , ϕ, and , for  is assumed to be fixed
throughout this study. The analysis of the dependence on 
requires the use of alternative techniques [10].
By applying the first equality in the above equation twice,
we see that ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,) is periodic with respect to all the
components of the vector ϕ with period 2π . Therefore, taking
into account the second equality in Eq. (4), it can be expanded
in Fourier series as

ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,) =
υk ()ei(ϕ−ζ0 )·k ,
(5)
k∈ZN

where ϕ · k =

N

ϕj kj and
 π N
π
d ϕ
...
ϒ(0,ϕ,)e−iϕ·k .
υk () =
(2π
)N
−π
−π
j =1

we obtain
ϒ(ϕ,) =



× cos[(ϕ − ζ0 ) · k + χk ()],

(7)

where |γk ()| and χk () are, respectively, the modulus and
phase of the complex number γk (). Note that, according to
Eq. (6) and the first equality in Eq. (4), the functions γk ()
and, consequently, |γk ()| and χk (), are even in each of the
arguments j . In addition, since ϒ is real, |γk ()| = |γ−k ()|
and eiχk () = e−iχ−k () .
An important result follows from assuming that the quantity
ϒ is invariant under arbitrary shifts of all the periodic functions
fj (ζ ) along the ζ axis. In this case, ϒ is independent of ζ0 and,
accordingly, all the coefficients γk () such that k ·  = 0 must
be zero. Thus, dropping the dependence of ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,) on ζ0 ,

(8)

j =1

× cos[ϕ · k(q) + χk(q) ()],

(6)

j =1

|k |

j j ,

where S is the set of all ordered N -tuples of integers orthogonal to , i.e., S := {k ∈ ZN :  · k = 0}.
It is worth noting that, independently of whether or not
ϒ satisfies the above-mentioned shift-invariance property,
Eq. (8) is always valid for the average value ϒ̄(ϕ,) =
ζ
lim ζ0 →∞ ( ζ0 )−1 0 0 dζ0 ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,).
Let us now consider the case in which the N angular
frequencies 1 , . . . ,N are incommensurable; i.e., it is not
possible to express one of them as a linear combination
of the others with rational coefficients. Then, the set S
consists of the single element k = 0 and, according to Eq. (8),
ϒ(ϕ,) = γ0 (). Consequently, the quantity ϒ is an even
function in each of the components of the vector  and is
independent of the phases ϕ. If there were additional symmetry
considerations leading to the conclusion that ϒ is an odd
function in any of the components of , then necessarily ϒ = 0
(see, e.g., Refs. [11,12] for the case of two incommensurable
frequencies).
In contrast, if the N angular frequencies are pairwise
¯ such that  =
commensurable, then there exists a frequency 
¯ where n = (n1 , . . . ,nN ), with nj being positive integers.
n,
Thus, the condition  · k = 0 is equivalent to the Diophantine
equation n · k = 0. The general solution of this last equation
can be expressed as an integer linear combinations of a set
of N − 1 generating vectors, k(1) , . . . ,k(N−1) , each of which
satisfies n · k(j ) = 0 [13]. Consequently, Eq. (8) now reads
⎛
⎞
N


|k (q)|
ϒ(ϕ,) =
|γk(q) ()| ⎝ j j ⎠
q∈ZN−1

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the quantity
ϒ is real. Otherwise, one would consider its real and imaginary
parts separately. Then, taking into account that the imaginary
part of Eq. (5) is zero and introducing the functions γk () =

−|kj |
υk () N
, one obtains
j =1 j
⎛
⎞
N


|kj |
ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,) =
|γk ()| ⎝ j ⎠

N

j =1

k∈S



k∈ZN

|γk ()| cos[ϕ · k + χk ()]

(9)

N−1

where k(q) = l=1 ql k(l) . Hence, ϒ depends on ϕ only
through the collective phases ϕ · k(1) , . . . ,ϕ · k(N−1) . Equation (9) can be considered as a generalization of the results
reported in Ref. [14] in the context of rocking ratchets.
We now proceed to study the perturbative behavior of the
quantity ϒ for sufficiently small values of the amplitudes j ,
expressed in suitable dimensionless units. To this end, we will
assume that, for ζ0 = 0, the quantity ϒ, expressed as a function
of the partial amplitudes α and β, has a Taylor power expansion


lj rj
of the form l,r∈NN0 al,r N
j =1 αj βj , with N0 being the set of
all nonnegative integers and al,r the coefficients of the Taylor
series. Then, using that αj = j cos ϕj and βj = −j sin ϕj ,
as well as Eq. (6) and the definition of the functions γk (), we
find


γk () =

l,r∈NN
0

where
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Il,r,k =

π

−π

al,r

N


l +rj −|kj |

jj

Ilj ,rj ,kj ,

(10)

j =1

dϕ
cosl ϕ sinr ϕ e−iϕk .
2π

(11)
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The above integral vanishes unless l + r − |k| is a nonnegative
even integer. Consequently,
γk () =


p∈NN
0

bk, p

N


2p

j j ,

(12)

j =1
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it is easy to see that PT (−φ,η) = −PT (φ,η). Hence, all the
coefficients νk,p in Eq. (16) must vanish.
Let us now assume that η is sufficiently small so that we can
neglect the terms of order O(η4 ) in Eq. (16), and approximate
PT (φ,η) by
PT (φ,η) ≈ η(μ1,0 + η2 μ1,1 ) sin φ + η2 μ2,0 sin(2φ).

with
al,r

N


Ilj ,rj ,kj δ2pj ,lj +rj −|kj | .

(13)

j =1

l,r∈NN
0

The series expansion in Eq. (12), together with Eqs. (7), (8),
or (9), depending on the specific case, allows determining the
functional dependence of the quantity ϒ on the parameters ζ0 ,
, and ϕ. In practice, for sufficiently small amplitudes, these
expansions can be truncated to include only a few terms. In
this case, the determination of ϒ(ζ0 ,ϕ,) is reduced to the
calculation of a few model-dependent coefficients bk, p .
In order to understand how to put these ideas into practice,
let us consider a one-dimensional Bose-Einstein condensate
described by the nonlinear Gross-Pitaevskii equation [15]:
 ∂ (x,t)
∂(x,t)
=−
+ U (x,t)(x,t)
∂t
2m ∂x 2
+ g|(x,t)|2 (x,t),
2

i

η23 PT (π/2,η1 ) − η13 PT (π/2,η2 )


,
η1 η2 η22 − η12

(18)

μ1,1 =

η2 PT (π/2,η1 ) − η1 PT (π/2,η2 )


,
η1 η2 η12 − η22

(19)

μ2,0 =
(14)

Specifically, we are interested in the functional dependence of
PT on the parameters φ and η, i.e., in the function PT (φ,η).
To obtain an expression for PT (φ,η), we first apply the
previously developed formalism to the periodic functions
f1 (x) = cos(2π x/λ) and f2 (x) = η cos(4π x/λ + φ). The correspondence with our previous notation is ζ = x, ζ0 = 0,
 = (2π/λ,4π/λ), ϕ = (0,φ), and  = (1,η). Consequently,
using Eq. (7) together with Eq. (12) leads to
∞


μ1,0 =

and

2

where (x,t) is the condensate wave function, normalized
to 1, m the mass of the bosons, g the scaled strength of
the nonlinear interaction, and U (x,t) a potential of the form
U (x,t) = U0 V (x) [1 + cos(2π t/T )], with U0 being a constant
with the dimensions of energy and T the temporal period. The
spatial part V (x) is described by a biharmonic function of the
form V (x) = cos(2π x/λ) + η cos(4π x/λ + φ) [16], where η
is the amplitude of the second harmonic relative to that of
the fundamental, λ the spatial period, and φ the relative
phase between the two harmonics. In order to numerically
solve Eq. (14),
√ we consider an initial condition of the form
(x,0) = 2/λ cos(2π x/λ), and impose periodic boundary
conditions [16], i.e., (x + λ,t) = (x,t) ∀x ∈ R. In this
paper, we focus our attention on the expectation value of the
momentum evaluated at time t = T , which is given by the
expression
 λ/2
∂
(x,T ).
(15)
PT =
dx  ∗ (x,T ) −i
∂x
−λ/2

PT (φ,η) =

The determination of the function PT (φ,η) is thus reduced
to evaluating the three coefficients μ1,0 , μ1,1 , and μ2,0 .
These coefficients can be easily calculated if we know, e.g.,
PT (π/2,η1 ), PT (π/2,η2 ), and PT (π/4,η1 ), with η1 and η2
being two different values of η within the validity range of
Eq. (17). In that case,

ηk+2p [μk,p sin(kφ) + νk,p cos(kφ)], (16)

k,p=0

where μk,p and νk,p are coefficients that do not depend on φ and
η. Since Eq. (14) as well as the considered initial condition are
invariant under the transformation T3 : {x,φ} → {−x, − φ},

2PT (π/4,η1 ) −

√



2 η1 μ1,0 + η12 μ1,1

2η12

.

(20)

To sum up, it is enough to know PT for three different values
of (φ,η) to determine its value for a wide range of parameters
φ and η.
In order to illustrate this result, we have used a
spectral method [17] to numerically solve Eq. (14) for
(φ,η) = (π/2,0.1), (π/2,0.3), and (π/4,0.1). The rest of the
parameter values, conveniently expressed in dimensionless
form, are −1 λ2 T −1 m = 1, −1 T U0 = 1, and −1 λ−1 T g = 1.
The results obtained for the dimensionless momentum

Numerics
η = 0.1
η = 0.3
η = 0.5
η = 0.7
η = 0.9

4
2
P̃T (φ, η)



bk, p =

(17)

0

η = 0.1
η = 0.3
η = 0.5
η = 0.7
η = 0.9
Theory

--22
--44
0

2π/5

4π/5

φ

6π/5

8π/5

2π

FIG. 1. (Color online) Dependence of the dimensionless momentum P̃T (φ,η) = −1 λPT (φ,η) on the relative phase φ for η = 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. The rest of the parameter values, expressed
in dimensionless form, are −1 λ2 T −1 m = 1, −1 T U0 = 1, and
−1 λ−1 T g = 1. The results obtained from the numerical solution
of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation in Eq. (14) are represented by
five different types of symbols, as shown in the upper legend box.
The three solid symbols indicate the values used to evaluate the
coefficients μ1,0 , μ1,1 , and μ2,0 from Eqs. (18)–(20). The results
calculated by using Eq. (17) with the obtained coefficients are
depicted with five different types of lines, as indicated in the lower
legend box.
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P̃T (φ,η) = −1 λPT (φ,η)
are
P̃T (π/2,0.1) ≈ 0.6145,
P̃T (π/2,0.3) ≈ 1.8143, and P̃T (π/4,0.1) ≈ 0.4281. These
three values are shown by solid symbols in Fig. 1. By
substituting these three values of P̃T (φ,η) into Eqs. (18)–(20),
one can explicitly calculate the coefficients that appear in
Eq. (17), yielding −1 λμ1,0 ≈ 6.1571, −1 λμ1,1 ≈ −1.2083,
and −1 λμ2,0 ≈ −0.6417. The results for P̃T (φ,η) obtained
by using Eq. (17) and these three values of the coefficients are
depicted with five different types of lines in Fig. 1. To check
the accuracy of these predictions, we also show in Fig. 1,
with five different types of symbols, the results obtained
from the numerical solution of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
in Eq. (14). As can be seen, the agreement between our
predictions and the numerical results is excellent.
In conclusion, we have developed a general theoretical
framework for describing dynamical systems that contain
periodic terms. The formalism can be equally applied whether
the system is classical or quantum, stochastic or deterministic,
dissipative or nondissipative, linear or nonlinear, and more
importantly, regardless of whether the periodic terms are time
oscillations (in external forces or modulating amplitudes) or

periodic spatial potentials (as in the example), or both. We have
shown that the functional dependence of the system’s properties on some of the parameters of the periodic terms can be determined, to a large extent, by simple symmetry considerations.
In particular, within the appropriate range of parameters, this
functional dependence can be obtained, except for a few unknown constant coefficients. This last result can be very helpful
when characterizing experimentally the response of systems
for which performing measurements is costly or difficult.
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